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CHAPI':ER I

INTRODUCTI ON
The Cooperative Extension, the legal name for Extension Service,
which is financed by federal, state and county funds , was begun for Negro
farm people in Union County, Arkansas about 1927, when the first Negro
extension agent, I . B. Bryant, a native of Texas, was appointed as Negro
County Agent .

Bryant served the farm people, assisting them with prob-

lems of improving production and living at the home until the spring of
1934, the yea:r of his death.
J . R. Woods began work the fall of 1934 with similar problems ,
until the fall of 1945 , when be resi gned.
L. P. Craft was appointed Negro County Agent December 1, 1947 and
worked until November, 1949.
W. M. Pierce was appointed Negro County Agent December, 1949 and
worked with the farm people on similar problems and some new problems;
such as part- time farmers .

Old farmers , veterans on the farm, training

young farmers , and the Farm and Home Development approach to farm problems are other similar problems that were considered.
The writer transferred June, 1955 to Union County, Arkansas as
Assistant County Agent for Negro work from Conway and Faulkner Counties
where he had worked in the same capacity for nine years.
Union County, Arkansas was first set aside by the Arkansas Territorial Legislature in 1829 and was composed of parts of what is now Drew,
Bradley, Calhoun, Ouachita, Ashley, Dallas, Cleveland, Nevada and ColUillbia
Counties.

Over a period of time counties were formed from it and Union

County, as it is known today, came about in 1852.
From 1852, until shortly before World War I, practically all of
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her agriculture was dependent upon river transportation on the Ouachita
River and rail points to Smackover and El Dorado.
The basic farm products of the county have been cotton, corn, livestock, timber and timber products .
Shortly after World War I , oil was discovered in the county and
since that time there has been a continued increase of oil and consequently
a rapid increase in allied oil industries.
Cotton was the basic agricultural crop.

21, 000 acres were grown in the county.

Even up to 1940, over

Less than 7, 000 acres are now

grown annually.
Union County is located in the fast growing southern pine belt
and has always been blessed with a plentiful supply of timber.

Today, tim-

ber and its products bring in the largest agricultural income of any crop
to the county, second only to oil.

Of the 673 ,000 acres in the county,

some 50,000 acres are in crop, pasture , and meadow land with the majority
of the balance in timber.
The 1950 Agricultural Census shows 2271 farms in the county, which
was a decrease of 75 farms from 1945.

Most of these farmers are of the

small general purpose type with the average farm containing 80.5 acres.
The trend in the county for several years has been for the owner to work
in oil or allied industries and to do only part- time farming.
Up to World War I, there were no organized farm programs in the
county.

In 1915, the first agricultural extension agents were employed

in the county.

Since 1927, both colored and white extension agents have

been employed.
The duties of the extension agent are to teach and interpret useful agricultural information to farm and urban people in the county. The
objectives of such teachings are primari ly to encourage the urban as well
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as the farm people to adopt more efficient practices and to help them develop their talents and use resources in such a way that they may have a
higher l evel of living in the county.
The Extension program in Union County has continued to expand over
the years.

Along i.d.th this expansion has come broader responsibilities

and objectives.

Consequently, the extension agent depends more and more

on local leaders to assist in planning and developing the

county plan of

work.
Rural leaders are selected through democratic processes by the
people in their respective communities to serve as community leaders.

The

tenure of office for these leaders rest in the will of their respective
constituencies.

They serve without reimbursement.

It is through these

leaders that the county extension program is planned and, subsequently,
projected and diffused among all rural people in the county.
Much of the success of the county extension program must depend on
effective group relationships involving the extension agent and the rural
leaders ~ii.th whom he must work.
Such group relations inevitably raise the question of effective
training for rural leaders.

In Union County, training meetings for rural

leaders are held once each month.

Although each leader has equal oppor-

tunity to attend training meetings; attendance is irregular and infrequent on the part of a majority.

Such irregular and infrequent attendance

presents obstacles which prevents effective rural leader training and the
attainment of sound leader training objectives ••
This in turn, impedes the success of the total county extension
program.
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Statement of the Problem
The objective of this study was to determine insofar as possible,
and feasible whether practical differences of opinion appeared to exist
among rural leaders in Union County Arkansas with respect to relative importance of certain types of proposed leader training activities .

More

specifically, this study proposed (1) to evaluate certain types of proposed leader training activities in terms of felt needs of rural leaders
in order to carry out the total extension program successfully, and (2)
to determine and present certain characteristics of rural leaders, such
as farming status, age and a.mount of formal school training.
Importance of the Study and Use of Results
It is a matter of common agreement among extension agents that
much of the success of an extension service program must depend upon effective cooperation, pl anning and action between such agents and rural
community leaders with whom they must work.
without pay.

Rural community leaders serve

Nevertheless, they are willing to help but their interest

needs to be maintained. 1
The importance of this study gre-w- out of irregular attendance in
leader training meetings on the part of a majority of rural leaders in
Union County, Arkansas.

This situation in turn, presented an obstacle

which prevented the attainment of sound leader training objectives. Each
successive training meeting was based on the expressed will of the majority of the few leaders who were present in each immediate preceding meeting.
1Fred P. Frutchey, and James Dayton, 11Evaluation Study of the
Neighborhood Leader System," Agricultural Experiment Station, Circular
386, (May, 1942), 6o.
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The leaders were from different socio- economic status, varied in
formal educational background and certain spheres of interest.

The more

aggressive leaders constituting only a small minority, dominated aJ.l
leader training meetings.

Proposals made by them as considerations for

immediate succeeding training meetings were usually adopted by oral vote
of a majority of all the leaders present at that particular meeting,
whether their vote as such represented their real feelings or not.

Con-

sequently, attendance at the meetings voted on, usually would not substantuate the previous popularity given it.
A more objective means for determining more adequately the varied
interest of all of the leaders was clearly magnified.

The importance of

effective training meetings grew out of the functions which leaders performed, or vere to perform, namely, (1) help the extension agent develop
the county extension program, (2) help the extension agent plan the county
program, and (3) transmit useful agricult ural information of a minor technical nature and non- technical nature to farm people in their respective
communities.
·
o away Count y , Missouri,
I n Nd

2

,td
ruraJ.leaders comp..1.e
e more than

1,000 family food survey records in a year, and enrolled more than 1 , 000
farm families for greater production of essential foods for the war effort.
In Montgomery County, Alabama,3 ruraJ. leaders made surveys, induced farm families to participate in extension service activities and
carried on many other leader functions .
The writer sought to determine the areas of major interest of
20pal Roberson "Train Neighborhood Leaders," Extension Service
1
Review, 13:67, (May, 1~42)
, 55.
'.3J. T. Alexander, and Annie Boyton, "Training Negro Neighborhood
Leaders," Extension Service Review, 13:191, (December, 1942), 45.
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rural leaders in Union County, Arkansas through this study, as revealed
by their private evaluations of various types of proposed leader training
activities.
The results of this study 'Wi.11 be used by the extension agent in
Union County as a basis for more intelligent planning and action in efforts to obtain better attendance and participation in leader training
meetings on the part of the rural leaders 'With whom he must work.
Limitations of the Problem
This study involved present Negro rural conmrunity leaders in Union
County, Arkansas.

The effective use of this particular study is probably

limited to the next t-wenty years, since the trend is toward developing a
better agricultural extension program that will serve all rural and urban
people in the county.

The public jobs are becoming over stocked with

laborers, and the demand i s not keeping up with mass production .
The nations are working for :world peace and ther e seem not to be
universal wars which would bring about more jobs and more money placed
into the hands of the consumer to purchase more of the articles being manufactured .

Beyond the time cited its value might be greatl y influenced by

several factors, namel y (1) radical social and/or economic changes, that
are taking place today in every community in the universe, (2) recurring
changes in the interest of present rural comm.unity l eaders in Union County,
Arkansas, and (3) the induction of new rural leaders from ti.me to time.
This will cause the rural leaders to work more closely with the farm people
to hold more and better leader training where the leaders 'Will have an opportunity to learn how to work 'With people .
Several factors influenced the writer to make this study, namely,
(1 ) the recognition of the existence of the problem and the needs arising
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from the problem, (2) his interest in the problem, some being an out
growth of his direct experience therewith as present extension agent in
the county, (3) the need for determining a more objective means by which
interest of both the efficient, and inefficient leaders might be more adequately ascertained, (4) the attitude of rural adults and youths toward
extension work greatly influences the progress, or lack of progress, of
the total program in the county, and (5) since effective leader training
is a very important aspect of an extension service program, this study
appeared to be the most feasible starting point for making scientific inquiry in this respect.
Definitions of Terms Used
Rural Leader and Community Leader are terms which will be used
interchangeably in this study.

Either term will be interpreted to mean

a male leader of a community in Union County, who cooperated wit h the
extension agent in pl anning and developing the county extension service.
Community -

Conmmni ty will be interpreted to mean an area within

Union County which compose 200 or less farm families .

Such an area is

rural and delimitable .
Agent -

An agent will be interpreted to mean the Negro County

Agent in Union County, Arkansas.
Training Meetings, Council Meetings~ and Leader Training Meetings
are terms which will be used interchangeably in this report.

Either term

will be interpreted to mean an informative meeting held for the purpose
of training rural leaders.

Such meetings are conducted or supervised by

the agent.
Farmer Improvement Club will be interpreted to mean a community
organization of male adult farmers who cooperate with the extension pro-
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gram through their organization.

The rural leader is the leader of this

club.
Practical Differences of Opinion will be i nterpreted to mean that
.33 per cent or more of the leaders differ in tmi r opinion as to value of
certain types of proposed leader training meetings, or activities.

Such

a difference in opinion on the part of the leader would create practical
working difficulties for an agent who would try to plan and execute an a ctivity based on the felt needs of all the leaders.
Source and Treatment of Data
Questionnaires were mailed to the entire roster of 40 rural leaders
in Union County, Arkansas to obtain data 'Which were pertinent to the study.

Of the 40 questionnaires which were distributed, 36 or 90 per cent were
returned.

Part of each of the questionnaires constructed was to obtain

factual information from the leaders, with res;pect to such characteristics
as farming status, age and amount of formal school training.

The remain-

der of each questionnaire asked for opinion of leaders with respect to the
value of certain types of proposed leader training activities.
Questions asking for the opinions of the leaders were evaluated
by them according to (1) of much importance, (2) of some importance, and
(.3) of no importance .

To each of these the witer, in turn, assigned a

weight, that is, much importance.was assigned to weight of two (2) , of
some importanc~ was assigned a veight of one (1 ) , of some importance was
assigned a weight of zero (0) .

A weighted~ was then obtained for

each type of proposed leader training activity.

This score was obtained

by (1) multi plying the assigned weight of each respective value by the
number of leaders who evaluated the name activity thereby, and (2) by
adding together the subsequent products for that particular leader train-
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ing activity.
Other supplemental data were obtained by an examination of the
monthly- reports of the Union County Extension Agent covering the two-year
period from January, 1953 through December, 1955.

Data was also taken from

the United States Agricultural Census Report for 1950.
Treatment of the Data
The data was classified under appropriate major divisions and presented in table form to facilitate interpretation thereof.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Much has been written in regards to leader training activities in
many different fields.

However, the writer was unable to find but very

little literature on attempts to evaluate such activities, especially in
the field of Ex:tension Service work.

A summary of some of the studies

which are related to the problem, or have significant bearings thereon are
given.
Literature on Analyzing Some Factors Which Contribute to the Making
of Rural Leaders
Starling and Yoder4 made a study of 250 rural leaders in the State
of Washington for the purpose of setting forth and analyzing some of the
factors which contribute to the making of local rural leaders.

The study

was approached from the angles of (1) participation of leaders in communities, (2) training and experience of the leaders, and (J) attitudes and
traits of the leaders.

The investigator 1 s conclusions are as follows :

The two types of activities in which rural leaders are engaged are the social and the economical; the political, educational and religious activities hold their minor places. The
more efficient leaders attend more meetings dealing with agriculture and participate in more local rural community activities than the less efficient leaders.
Young leaders are just as efficient, and in some cases more
efficient than older leaders.
The rural leaders received an average of two and one half
years of high school training. Practically all of the leaders
read at least one daily newspaper, and an average of over four
weekly, monthly, and semi- monthly farm magazines and papers.

4Harvey W. Starling, and Fred R. Yoder, 11Ru.ral Leaders in
Washington," Experiment Station Bulletin 257: 5, (September, 1931),

46.
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Some of the traits most often mentioned by leaders for success in leadership were honesty, intelligence, confidence
and initiative.
A study was made by Hoffer' to determine how farmers identify
rural leaders.

He concluded that:

The principal qualifications which guide farmers choice
in choosing a leader are (1) demonstration of success in
farming on the part of the leader, (2) evidence of good judgment, and (3) active interest in the welfare of farmers and
in the community affairs.
Ryan6 made a study in the State of Iowa for the purpose of learning more about the relationships between farmers and the persons in 'Whom
they repose confidence for leadership.

The study was made through inter-

view and indirect questioning of farmers in four townships.

The conclu-

sions of the investigator read as given below:
It appears that the farmers have exercised greater objectivity in their selections of leaders than that i mputed to
them in a simple neighborhood- community hypothesis of leadership. Traditional and non- rational bases of confidence have
been strongly reinforced by the recognition of manifestations
of ability . While purely specialized teaching bases of trust
have relegated to their proper democratic spheres, that is,
advisory.
There is no evidence that these farmers would escape from
a democratic conception of planning and action through reliance
upon bureaucratic stimulation and direction. Nor would they
submerge their objectivity by the subsidation of leadership
ability to faith based merely on personal contiguity.
Hoffer? further ma.de a statistical study embracing several counties
in the State of Michigan for the purpose of determining the nature and rel'Charles R. Hoffer, 11Social Organization in Relation to Extension
Service in Eaton County, Michigan," Michigan Agricultural Extension
Service Special Bulletin 338:3 (August, 1946), 14.
6Bruce Ryan, "Social and Ecological Patterns in the Farm Leadership of Four Iowa Townships," !ow Agricultural Experiment Station Reserve
Bulletin 306, (September, 1942) , 1-3.
7charles R. Hoffer, "Selected Social Factors Affecting Participation of Farmers in Agricultural Extension Work," Michigan Agricultural
Extension Service Special Bulletin 331: 6, (June, 1944), 19-20.

ative significance of social factors which affect participation in Extension Service programs.

His concluding statements are as follows:

Although affected by numerous circumstances, the process of
participation if voluntary, tends to create attitudes favorable
to the activity or interest involved. Its importance in agricultural extension work increases as the scope of the program
broadens.
An a gent who is successful in having participation on a
group basis may expect also an increase in participation on an
individual basis . Participation on an individual basis is
positively associated with participation in groups.

Socio-economic factors especially nativity of the farmers,
percentage of farm o'W!lership, and percentage of farmers doing
business with or through cooperative organizations were positively related to participation. Education of the farmers, per
cent of first class land in a county and ownership of an automobile, did not show a positive relationship with participation.
The efforts of an agent put forth to obtain participation
were important, but not a determining factor.
John8 made an interview study of farmers in a community in the
State of Pennsylvania to detennine forces which serve to encourage cooperation among farmers , and also , to determine forces which serve to hinder
cooperative efforts on the part of farmers.

His conclusions are as fol-

lows:
Forces encouraging cooperation were improvements in transportation, changes in the types of farming from self- sufficiency
to partial specialization in the production of cash crops and
the the expansion of social life in the community.
Forces hindering cooperation were a decline of business because of competition with larger centers, emigration of young
people from the community, scarcity of rural talent and leadership and lack of effective leadership training.
A report on statistical studies of leadership positions and organization structure was made by Stogdill and Shartle9 for the purpose of
~ . E. John, "Forces Influencing Rural Life," Penns:y"lvania Agricultural Experiment Station BulJetin 388: 1, (February, 1940), lOo
9Ralph M. Stogdill, and Carroll L. Shartle, "Methods For Determining Patterns of Leadership Behavior in Relations to Organization Structure
and Objective," Journal of Applied Psychology, 32: 286, {June, 1948), 49.
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(1) developing improved methodology for studying leadership, (2) establishing criteria for judging it, (3) preparing information and techniques which
might be used in training persons who might occupy various types of leadership positions .

The results of the study are as follows :

Four possible criteria of leadership status have been discovered which indicate that planning and coordination are primary functions of top leaders in the staff under discussion.
These four lines of evidence are socio-metric ratings, level in
the organization structure, percentage of time spent in contacts
with persons and Rad index.
'
Planning and the preparation of procedure for carrying out
of plans vere also positively correlated with per cent of time
spent in contacts with persons.
Bauclas and Lwin10 tested under controlled conditions, the efficiency of certain training methods for a particular field- recreation. They
used a control group and an experimental group for conducting the study.
Their conclusions are as follows :
The control group did not change, or had become a bit worse.
The frequency with which the retrained leader (experimental group)
used was authoritarian direct control methods which dropped from
77 per cent before training to 4 per cent after training.
The non-trained. leader did not show any indication of change
in teaching methods. The retrained group shifted to methods
which created productivity and cooperation.
A committee of the Iowa Extension Service11 in coo:p3ration with the

extension agents of Floyd County, Iowa, made a study to test the effectiveness of the neighborhood leader system in carrying information on wartime
programs to rural and urban people and in obtaining the desired response
to such programs.

A series of training meetings were held for rural leaders

and an educational and publicity program was initiated. to supplement the
lOAlex Bauclas, and Kurt Lwin, "Training in Democratic Leadership,"
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. 37:115, (January, 1952), 18.
llExtension Service of the Iowa State College of Agriculture, "A
Study of Hov Neighborhood Leaders Can Carry Information to Their Neighbors"
Extension Service Circular 408, (July, 1943) , 10-12.
'
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efforts of the leaders .

The leaders were given several weeks to make

contacts with rural and urban families, after which time, the committee
investigators interviewed the families which were contacted by the leaders
for the purpose of determining the effectiveness of the leaders' efforts.
The committees' conclusions reads as follows:
The neighborhood leader system is a practical and effective
device for reaching all families with wartime programs. It will
work in cities and villages as well as among farmers. Leaders
must be given sufficient training, however, to enable them to
understand and carry out their duties. With few exceptions,farm
men display a willingness to serve as neighborhood leaders.

It is difficult to find a candidate in every district who
feels that he has the qualities of leadership, experience, and
training to serve as a good leader. The most successful leaders
were those vho had a good background of leadership, and who , had
demonstrated their ability as farmers .
A majority of the neighborhood leaders agreed that meetings
are the best way of disseminating information and arousing interest. The problem centered in getting the people to attend.
Leaders who extended personal invitations to their meetings had
the best results.

Progress reports were difficult to obtain from neighborhood
leaders. Some leaders seemed to resent the necessity of making
reports, other simply neglected the task.
Supervision of neighborhood leaders need to be definitely
planned and systematically executed • .Adequate training of neighborhood leaders is essential. Families expect their leaders to
explain 1,1hy the program is important as 1,1ell as what to do and
how to do it.
Joy and Leagans12 made a survey study of two counties in the State
of North Carolina to secure a measure of the effectiveness of the neighborhood leadership system (under controlled conditions of good organization, training and follow- up) ~timulate every rural family to cooperate
in carrying out specii'ic actions desired in agriculture ' s wartime program.
12Bernard Joy, and J . P. Leagans , "Orange and Lee Counties, North
Carolina, Demonstrate Hou Neighborhood Leaders Can Help in Securing Participation of Rural Families in Agriculture's Wartime Program n Extension
Service Circular, 387: 2(June, 1942) , 12.
'
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The survey was a cooperative undertaking of the Extension Service of the
United States Department of Agriculture, of the North Carolina State College of Agriculture, Orange and Lee Counties, North Carolina.

A series

of leader training meetings were held for leaders in two counties. After
the leaders had been given several weeks of contact with farm families
to determine the effectiveness of the leader system, they made the following conclusions:
Wartime messages can be carried quickly to every farm family
by the neighborhood leadership system. A high percentage of the
families will respond if {a) they are contacted. personally by the
neighborhood leaders , (b) personal contact are supplemented by
other methods such as meetings , circular letters, news stories,
leaflets, radio and television, (c) the desired response can be
directly associated wit h sound agricultural and rural life o~
jectives, (d) the desired response is specific and within the
ability of the family, and (e) the neighborhood leader is successful in imparting to the family a clear understanding· of what the
program is, why it is important, how it affects individuals, and
the specific action expected.
The message that a neighborhood leader gives to a family depends directly on the training he has received.. Instructions
and specific directions given to neighborhood leaders should be
simple and specific. Negro families respond to a Negro neighborhood leader.
Hall and Sabros~3 made a study of the neighborhood leader system in Waldo County, Maine to determine the effectiveness of the system
with two different types of agriculture programs--better gardens and enriched flour and bread.

Two areas in the county were studied, one being

a test area and the other being a control area in the county where neighborhood leaders had not been at work.

After the test area leaders were

trained, they were given a month of work with families in their area.
The investigators, then made an interview study of the families in both
the test area and the control area.

The investigators ' conclusions read

13
Florence L. Hall, and Laurel Sabrosky, "Influence of Neighborhood Leaders in Waldo County, Maine," United States Agriculture Experiment Station Circular 389:1, (September, 1942), 13
0
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as follows:
Neighborhood leaders are reaching many families which the
Extension Service had not reached previously. During 1942,
neighborhood leaders reached 91 per cent of the families in
the test area on the enriched flour and bread programs and 92
per cent of the families in the same area on the vegetable
garden program.
The face-to-face method of giving information,that is
neighborhood leaders to neighbors, brings quick result. In
the test area 41 per cent of the families were using enriched
flour or bread on June 1, 65 per cent on July 1. Practically
two-thirds of the families (65 per cent) planted more tomatoes
than they did in 1941, in contrast to 39 per cent in the control area. In the face of a decided prejudice--kale is a common name of an obnoxious weed in Maine. Thirty- five per cent
of the families in the test area had planted edible kale as
contrasted "1th 4 per cent in the control area.
Frutchey and Dayton made an interview study of the neighborhood
system in two counties in the State of Massachusetts.
study was to

11

The purpose of the

check as we go" so that aspects of the neighborhood leader

system which needed strengthening could be identified in time rather than
"too late . " After the leaders had been trained for the assignment, they
were given several weeks in which to work "1th fa.rm families in their
communities.

In turn, the investigators' interviewed the families to de-

termine the effectiveness of the system.

The results of the study read

as follows:
Only two out of five families knew the neighborhood leader
as a part of the neighborhood leader system.
The farm families contacted by the leader made greater response to the program than farm families not contacted. In
creased appreciation of the seriousness of the situation resulted from the neighborhood leaders' contacts plus a concerned
effort on the part of other community organizations. 14
It was observed by the authors cited above that (1) the development of the neighborhood leader system in Extension work is in its early
14Fred P. Frutchey, and James W. Dayton, "Evaluation Study of
The Neighborhood Leader System," Massac)lusetts, ·United States Agriculture
Experiment Circular 386:2, (May, 1942), 23.
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stages, (2) periodic checks are needed to improve its organization and
functioning, and (3) the system needs servicing to keep it operating, to
maintain coverage, and to obtain response.

CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEADERS

Age. Employment Status and Experience.
in several communities.

Older men were leaders

However, it appeared that farm families were

placing more and more of community leadership responsibilities in the
hands of younger men.

Twenty- three per cent of the leaders were sixty

years old or older, and 19 per cent between fifty and fifty- four years of
age.

Eleven per cent were thirty- five to thirty- nine years old and 8 per

cent of the leaders were thirty to thirty- four years of age.
Table lo

Number and Percentage of Rural Leaders, With Respect
to Age, Employment Status and Experience

Characteristics

1

Number

Approximat~
Per cent

36

100. 0

1
2
3
4
3
4
7
4
8

3. 0
6.o
s .o
11.0
s. o
11.0
19.0
11.0
23.0

26
3

72. 0
s.o

Worked off home
farm 1 to 2 months
each year for wages : Landowner
Renter

5
1

14. 0
3.0

Worked off home
farm 3 to 4 months
each year for wages : Landowner
Renter

0
1

3. 0

Total for each category
Age Interval of the Leaders

Under 25 years

25-29
30-.34
35- 39
40-44
45- 49
50- 54
55- 59

6o years or over
Employment Status
Full- time farmer:

Lando\liler
Renter

OoO

19
Table 1 continued

Approximate z
Per cent

Number

Characteristics
Total for each category
Years of Farming Experience
after the Age of 15

16-18
19- 21

1

22- 24
25 years or over

1

5.5
5.5
5. 5
3.0
5. 5
3.0

26

72. 0

7- 9 years
10- 12
13-15

2
2

2
2

ZPer cent is rounded- off to nearest one- half or whole number

The leaders were largely full- time farmers .
owned their own farms .

Eighty- six per cent

Only 14 per cent were renters.

Eighty per cent

of the leaders earned their living entirely on their home farmso

However,

17 per cent worked off their home farms from one to two months each year
for wages, and 3 per cent worked away from home about three to four months
a year.

Most of the leaders had many years of experience in farming.

Seventy-two per cent had lived on a farm twenty- five ye·ars or more after
the age of fifteen.
Years Lived in Present Connnunity, Miles Lived From Meeting Place
and the Number of Training Meetings Attended in

1955.

The distance at

which the leaders lived from the county seat (El Dorado) where all training meetings were held ranged from three miles to thirty-eight mileso
Three per cent of the leaders lived from sixteen to eighteen miles from
the county seat and 5. 5 per cent lived from one to three miles there from.
Thirty and five tenths per cent of the rural leaders had to travel thirteen
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Table II .

Number and Percentage of Leaders, With Respect to Years
Uved in Present Community, Miles Lived From Meeting
Place and Number of Training Meetings Attended in 1955

Number

Characteristic
Total for each category

, Approximate z
Per cent

36

Years Lived in Present Connnunity

5. 5
5. 5
5. 5
3.0

2
2
2

1- 3 years
4,-6

7- 9
10- 12

1
4

13-15
16-18
19- 21

11. 0

3. 0
3.0
5. 5
58. 0

1
1

22- 24

2

25 years or over

21

MiJes Lived From Meeting Place

1- 3 miles

2

/+r-6
7- 9

5
12

10- 12
13-15
16-18

11

5

1

Training Meetings Attended
No meetings
1- 2 meetings

1

5. 5
14."0
33. 0
14o0
30. 5
3. 0

5- 6

7

3. 0
23. 0
.33. 0
19. 0

7- 8
11- 12

5

14o0

3

8

12

3-4

8. 0

ZPer cent is rounded- off to nearest one- half or whole number

to fifteen miles to training meetings.
tabl ished in their communities.
mobil ity.

Most of the leaders were well es-

There was relatively little evidence of

Fif ty- eight per cent of the leaders had lived in their present

community twenty- five years or more.
Attendance of the leaders in leader training meeti ngs in 1955 vas
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quite infrequent.

The range in number of meetings attended was from at-

tendance at no meeting to eleven or twelve meetings.

Three per cent of

the leaders attended none of the meetings which were held.
Amount of School Training. and Types of Materials Read By Leaders .
The years of schooling of the leaders ranged from the fourth grade in
grammar school to tye years of college training.

Fourteen per cent of the

leaders had completed the fourth grade of grammar school and 5. 5 per cent
had had two years of college training.

Twenty- two per cent had completed

eight grades of grammar school and eight per cent were high school graduates.
Table III.

Number and Percentage of Leaders, With Respect to Amount
of Formal F.ducation, and Types of Materials Read

Characteristic
Total for education category

Number

1

Approximate z
Per cent

36

Highest School Grade Completed
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh
Twelfth
Two years of college

5

14.0

3

8. 5
17. 0
11. 0
22. 0

6

4

8

2
2

5. 5
5. 5

1

3. 0

s.o

3
2

5. 5

17
21
33
30

47. 0
58. 0
92. 0
83 . 0

Types ~f Material Read
Daily newspaper
Weekly newspaper
Farm papers and magazines
Extension bulletins
Books
Other types of readings

16
9

44.0
25 . 0

ZPer cent is rounded- off to nearest one- half or wole number
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The leaders read many different types of materials during their
leisure time .

Forty- seven per cent read a daily newspaper, 58 per cent

read a weekly newspaper, 92 per cent read farm papers and magazines, and

83 per cent read extension bulletins.
Conveniences , and Membership in Community Organizations .

Most of

the leaders had convenient means of transportation to leader training
meetings.

Seventeen per cent owned cars and

64 per cent owned trucks.

Nineteen per cent had to use other means of transportation to meetings.
Table IV .

Number and Percentage of Leaders, With Respect to Conveniences owned and Membership in Community Organizations

Characteristic

Number

1

Approximate
Per cent

Conveniences Owned
Electricity
Radio
Running water
Car
Truck
Other conveniences

27
36
4
6

75. 0
100. 0

ll. O
17o0

23

64. 0

7

_19 . 0

36

100. 0
72. 0

Membership in community organizations
Church
Farm bureau
Masonic lodge
Parent-teacher association
Other types of organization

26
17
21
7

47. 0
58. 0
19. 0

ZPer cent is rounded- off to nearest one- half or whole number

Attendance in Meetings According to Age Group of the Leaders.

At-

tendance in leader training meetings in 1955 was irregular and infrequent
in all age groups.

Of the six leaders composing the age group under thirty

five , only two attended five or more meetings.

Seven in the thirty- five to

fifty- four age group attended five or more meetings.

In the fifty- five
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and over age group, six leaders attended five meetings or more.

Three

leaders who were forty- five to forty- nine years old attended three to
four training meetings.

Three to four meetings were attended by two

leaders in the thirty- five to thirty- nine age group.
group attended five to six meetings .

Only one from that

In the fifty to fifty-four age

group, two leaders attended one to two meetings, two attended three to
four meetings, and two others attended seven to eight meetings.

One

leader from each of the age groups--twenty-five to twenty- nine, forty- five
to forty- nine , and sixty years or over attended eleven to twelve meetings.
Table V.

Number of Training Meetings Attended By Leaders In 1955
According to Age Group

Age Group

Number of meetings attended according to the
number of leaders attending
Five meetings or
Less than five
Total
meetings
more

Under 35 years
35-54
55 and over

4
11
6

6

6
18
12

Total

21

15

36

Table VI.

7

Number of Training Meetings Attended By Leaders in 1955
Grouped According to Distance Traveled

Distance
Traveled to
meetings
Less than 10
miles
Ten miles or more
Total

2

Number of meetings attended according to
number of leaders attending
1
Less than five I
Five meetings
Total
I
1
meetings
or more
12

7

19

9

8

17

21

15

36
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Of the nineteen leaders who lived less than ten miles from the county seat
where all training meetings are held, only seven attended five meetings
or more.

Eight leaders who lived ten miles or more from the county seat

attended five or more meetings .

The overall distance which leaders trav-

eled to training meetings ranged from one to eighteen miles.

Five leaders

who lived seven to nine miles from the meeting place, attended three to
four of the meetings.

Another leader who had to travel about the same

distance, attended eleven to twelve meetings.

One leader from each of the

distances- three m.i les , seven to nine miles and thirteen to fifteen miles
from the meeting place, attended eleven to twelve meetings.

Of the two

leaders who lived from one to three miles from the county seat, one attended only one to two meetings and the other attended eleven to twelve of
the meetings.
Attendance in Meetings According to .Amount of Formal School Training.

As a whole, leaders who had more formal education attended more

training meetings.

Using the square method for determining significance

between groups, it was found that the leaders attending less than five
meetings were significantly lower in grade attained in school.

In the

case of distance from the place of meeting and for the age of the leader
no significant difference was found in the number of meetings attended.
Of the total number of training meetings held--twelve, a large majority
of the leaders attended less than five .

Four of the leaders who had six

years of formal school training to their credit, attended one to two
training meetings.

One attended three t o four meetings, and another at-

tended seven to eight of the meetings.

Three eighth grade graduates at-

tended three to four meetings and one attended eleven to twelve.
of the rural leaders were high school graduates.

Three

They attended three to

four, seven to eight, and eleven to twelve meetings respectively.

Of
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the leaders who had completed two years of college training, both of them
attended five to six meetings or about one- half of all the meetings which
were held.
Table VII.

Number of Training Meetings Attended By Leaders In 1955
Grouped According to Amount Of Formal School Training

Amount of formal
school training

Number of meetings attended according to the
number of leaders attending
Less than five
Five meetings I
Total
meetings
or more
t

Less than 8th grade

14

4

18

Eighth grade

4

4

8

More than 8th grade

3

7

10

21

15

36

Total

The t. R. Banke Library
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CHAPI'ER IV

LEADERS 1 EVALUATIONS OF PROPOSED 'WAYS OF GETTING
USEFUL AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION
Rural leader s in Union County felt that personal contact with the
agent was the most important way to get useful agricultural information.
Obtaining information through other farmers was of lit tle relative value.
As a whole, those mediums of information getting which provide opportunities for contact with the agent, or involved a relatively high degree of
his personal

11

touch" were valued more highly by the leaders.

Leader

training meetings which are conducted or supervised by the agent were
valued almost as highly as personal contact with the agent on t he farm or
in his office.

Circular letters which are prepared by the agent or under

his supervision carries a higher degree of his personal "touch" than the
extension bulletins and circulars do.

The leaders valued circular letters

from the agent higher than extension bulletins and circulars as a proposed
medium for getting useful agricultural information.
Table VIII .

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to The Relative
Importance of Different Proposed Ways of Getting Useful
Agricultural Information

Different proposed ways og
getting useful agricultural
information

1
1

Relative importance of different proposed ways of getting useful ag:ricultural inrormation according to the number of leaders res ndin

Personal contact with the agent
Through leader training meetings

32

Through circular letters from
the agent
Through extension bulletins and
circulars
Through other farmers
Through extension newspaper
articles

68

29

4
7

65

24

12

60

16

19

13
9

23
27

1

51

49
45
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A substantial majority of the leaders felt that personal contact
with the agent, leader training meetings, and circular letters from the
agent were highly valued means for getting information.

However, they

were more or less divided in their opinions as to the value of the other
proposed means for getting useful agricultural information.
Evaluations of Proposed Divisions of Training Activities By the
Leaders.

The leaders were of the opinion that soil conservation, market-

ing information, farm animal production and management, and farmer cooPeratives were the major divisions of interests in which they needed more
training.
The relativel y high manifestation of interest in soil conservation might well be an indication of the leaders 1 greater realization of
soil conservation and improvement as a basic need underlying possible improvement in other areas of farming and farm life.

Much of such realiza- ·

tion on the pa.rt of the leaders might be a reflection of the influences
of the governmental supported soil conservation program in the county,
the Extension Service and the local Vocational Agricultural Education Departmento
The relatively high value placed on leader training meetings based.
on marketing information might have indicated that the leaders were not
only interested i n increased. production growing out of improved soils, but
were also interested in the intelligent marketing of farm crops and livestock.
The indication of greater interest in the farm animal division as
contrasted with that of farm crops might have indicated. a thought-trend
away from the traditional one-crop..cotton system of farming towards that
of a more diversified type .

The greater risks involved in the one-crop
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system of farming and th'e uncertainties growing out of recurring economic
crises, inclement weather, drain on soil fertility and insect damage are
some of the factors that might have influenced the opinions of the leaders
in this respect.
The economic interest of the leaders appear to be further manifested in the relatively high value which they placed on proposed leader
training in the division of farmer coop;3 ratives.
As for the value of leader training in the other divisions which
were proposed, the leaders differed considerably in their opinions of
their worth.
Table IX.

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance of Different Proposed Divisions of Leader Training Activities

Relative importance of different proposed
Different proposed divisions 1 divisions of leader training activities
1 according to the number of leaders reof leader training activi- _.....,_
.:::,...
ties
1 sponding
1 Much
Some
None
Weighted Score

__ _______________

Soil conservation
Marketing information
Animal production and
management
Farmer cooperatives
Crop production and
management
Farm tours
Parliamentary rrocedure
Farm mechanics
Writing newspaper articles

64

28

8

28

7

1

63

26
25

9

1

61
61

5
4
5
5
8

47
45
44
35
35

16
13
16
14
7

11

15
19
12

17
21

Organization and Parliamentary Procedure.

A substantial majority

of the leaders appeared to be of the opinion that leader training meetings
based on techniques of how to interest prospective members in joining a
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local community farmer improvement club were of more relative importance
than training meetings on setting up goals for a local community farmer
improvement club.

As a whole , the leaders were also of the opinion that

proposed training meetings dealing with preparing reports of local meetings were of relatively high value.
There were wide variations in opinion, with respect to the relative value of the remainder of the t raining meetings which were proposed.
An examination of the agent's monthly reports, covering the t\iO-

year period from January, 1954, through December, 1955, indicated that
only one two- hour training meeting was held in this division.

The meet-

ing was based on how to carry out the order of a business in a local meet-

Table X.

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance of Proposed Training Meetings in Organization
and Parliamentary Procedure

Different proposed types
of leader training
1
meetings in organization
and parliamentary procedure '

Relative importance of different proposed traininf meetings in organization
and pa.rliamen ary procedure according to
the number of leaders responding
Much
Some
Weighted Score
None

Appealing to the interest of
prospective members
Preparing reports

28

8

26

Electing officers
Handling motions
Evaluation

~

9
10

19
17

~

18

3
1

Conducting the order of
business
Preparing by- laws
Appointing committees
Setting up goals

19

12

5

50

17
12
15

~

5

48

21

3
7

45

~

64

1

61

4

54
52
52

~
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Production and Management of Farm Animals.

Of the different pro-

posed types of leader training meetings in this division, a substantial
majori ty of the rural leaders placed relatively high value on meetings
dealing "'1th controlling diseases, controlling insects . and selecting brood
stock.

The leaders differed greatly as to the relative value of other

types of proposed training meetings in the farm animal production and management division.
Proposed leader training meetings on controlling diseases of certain farm animals were valued relatively higher than any other type of
meeting proposed in this division.

Between 1939 and 1944, there was an

increase of some 3, 000 head of cattle gro'WD in the county. 1 5 During the
Table

n.

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance of Proposed Training Meetings in Farm Animal
Production and Management

Proposed types of training
meetings in farm animal
production and management

1
1
I

1

Relative importance of different proposed
trainin~ meetings in farm animal troduction an management according to he number of leaders responding
Weighted. Score
Much
Some
None

Controlling diseases

32

3

1

67

Selecting brood stock
Controlling insects
Butchering meat
Mixing feed rations
Castrating certain animals
Slaughtering animals
Dehorning cattle
Culling hens

30
29

2
2

64

14

4
5
19
21
20
18
16

5
6

44
44
44

11

22

3

44

14
13
12

13

3
2

4

63

47
47

same period there was a decrease of about 4, 000 head of hogs grown
in the county. Hog cholera was the most prominent animal disease which
. _15United States Census of Agriculture, Vol. 1, Part 23, Arkansas:
Statistics For Counties, 1945.
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farmers had to cope with.
Over the two year period ending December 31, 1955, two training
meetings were held on controlling diseases of farm animals, three on culling poultry, and two on butchering meat on the farm.
Crop production and management.

A majority of the leaders placed

relatively high value on proposed training meetings dealing with controlling diseases and insects in crop production and management.

High value

"1as also placed on proposed training meetings dealing with grading and
classifying lint cotton.

The leaders were considerable divided in their

opinions with respect to the value of other types of proposed training
meetings in this division.
Table XII .

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance of Proposed Training Meetings in Crop Production
and Management

Proposed types of training
I
meetings in crop production,
and management
'

Relative importance of different proposed
training meetings in crop production and
management according to the number of
leaders responding
Some
None
Weighted Score
Much

Controlling diseases

25

10

1

6o

Controlling insects
Grading lint cotton

25
25

9

2

9

2

Pruning and Grafting trees
Fertilizing crops

17
18

15

4

59
59
49

12

Making hot-beds
Selecting seeds

13
22

Storing crops

17
12
16

6
6

14

2
6

Preparing seed beds

10

21

5

Proper cultivation

11

17

8

48

47
46
46
41
39

During the two- year period beginning January 1 , 1954, one twohour leader training meeting was held on controlling cotton boll weevils

,
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one on pruning and grafting trees , one on selecting seed, and one on storing crops.
Farm Management and Marketing.

In the division of farm management

and marketing information , proposed leader training meetings on governmental agricultural policies and price support programs were of relatively
high popular appeal to the leaders.

The relatively greater interest in

proposed training meetings on agricultural policy and the 11why11 of the impact of economic depressions on agricultural prices might have indicated a
deep concern, on the pa.rt of the leaders, for better understanding with
regards to the trend in the agricultural 11 outlook" situation, and concern
for stability in the agricultural economy .
Table XIII.

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance of Proposed Training Meetings in Farm Management
and Marketing

Proposed types of training
meetings in farm management and marketing

I
1

1

Rel ati ve importance of different proposed
training meetings in farm management and
marketing according to the number of leaders
responding
Much
Some
Weighted Score
None

Governmental agricultural
pol icie s and price support programs

28

7

1

63

Effects of economic depressions on farm prices

29

5

2

63

25
Keeping records and accounts
20
Labor and labor saving devices 17
Planning and arranging f i elds 16

2

2

59
55
51

and buildings
Effects of size and crops on
pri ces
Effect of middlemen on prices

9
15
17
17

3

49

13

21

2

47

14

19

3

47

How prices are determined

19

15

2

46

Farm planning

1
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The leaders dif'fered markedly in their opinions as to the value
of other proposed types of training meetings in this division.
Over the two- year period ending December 31, ·1955, one leader
training meeting was held in this division on agricultural prices.
Soil Conservation.

Proposed leader training meetings on winter

cover and soil building crops, collecting soil samples for soil test
analysis, and crop rotation were rated by the leaders as being the most
popular in this division.

Although proposed meetings on collecting soil

samples for soil test analysis rated second, the leaders as a whole were
quite divided in opinion .
Table

nv.

The Opinions of Rural Leaders, With Respect to the Relative
Importance .of .Proposed Training Meetings in Soil Conservation

Proposed -types of training
meetings in soil
conservation

Relative importance of different proposed training meetings in soil conservation according to the number of
, leaders responding
I
1 Much
Some I None
Weighted Score

1
1

Winter cover and soil building
crops

28

7

1

63

Collecting soil samples for
soil test analysis

19

13

2

53

Crop rotation

17

16

3

50

Terracing and contouring

]4

17

5

45

Home- mixing of fertilizer
materials

12

20

4

44

CHAPI'ER V

SUMMARY

The following is a summary of the data presented in Chapters three
and four:
1. Eighty- six per cent of the rural leaders were landowners and
14 per cent were renters.

2. Seventy-five per cent of the leaders had electricity on their
farms .

All of the leaders owned radios, 11 per cent had running water on

their farms, 17 per cent owned a car and 64 per cent owned a truck.

J . Eighty per cent of the leaders farmed full time. Twenty per
cent worked off their home farm part of the time for wages •

.4. Twenty-five per cent of the leaders were between twenty- five
and thirty- nine years of age .

Thirty-eight per cent were between forty

and fifty- four years old and thirty- four per cent were fifty- five years
old or older.
5. Eleven per cent of the leaders had lived in their present communities from thirteen to fifteen years.

Fifty- eight per cent had lived

twenty-five years or more in their present communities.

Eleven per cent

had lived in their present communities about thirteen to fifteen years.
6. Seventy-two per cent of the leaders had lived on a farm for
twenty- five years or more after the age of fifteen.

About 17 per cent

had lived on a farm from thirteen to twenty- four years after the age of
fifteen and eleven per cent had lived on a farm from seven to twelve years
after the age of fifteen .
7. Twenty- two of the leaders had completed the eighth grade in
school.

Twenty- eight per cent vere sixth or seventh grade graduates and

12 per cent completed the fourth or fifth grade.

Of the 21 per cent who
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attended high school, onl.y 8 per cent graduated.

Two of the leaders

completed two years in college.
8. Ninty- two per cent of the leaders read farm papers and magazines, 83 per cent read Extension Service bulletins and circulars, 47 per
cent read daily newspapers and 58 per cent read weekly newspapers .
9 . All of the leaders were members of a church.

Seventy- two per

cent vere members of a farm bureau, 47 per cent were members of a masonic
lodge and 58 per cent held membership in a parent-teacher association.

10. Thirty- three per cent of the leaders attended only three or
four leader training mee~ings from January, 1955, through December, 1955.
Twenty- three per cent attended only one or two meetings, 19 per cent attended five or six training meetings and 8 per cent attended about all of
the meetings which were held .

Fifty- nine per cent of the leaders attended

less than one- half of the leader training meetings that were held during
the one year period cited above .
11. About fifty- two per cent of the leaders lived from one to
seven miles from the county seat where training meetings are held. Fortyseven per cent lived from ten to eighteen miles from the county seat.
12. A substantial majority of the leaders felt that the best ways

to get useful agricultural information were through leader train1ng meetings, through personal contact with the agent, and circular letters from
the agent.

13 . The most popular proposed divisions of leader training activities were (1) soil conservation, (2) marketing information, (.3) animal
production and management, and

(4) farmer cooperatives. The leaders were

more or less divided in their opinions as to the value of other divi;ions
which were proposed.

14. A majority of the leaders felt that some of the training meet-
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ings should be held jointly with the women leaders and that some of the
meetings should be rotated around in dlfferent communities rather than
hold them all in the county seat.
15. Of the sixty- four different types of leader training meetings
which were proposed to the leaders, only about 40 per cent of them were
felt to be of much importance to a majority of the leaders responding.
The leaders were more or less divided in their opinions as to the importance of the remaining 60 per cent of the meetings which were proposed.
16. Thirteen of the leaders felt that the training meetings which
they evaluated as much important should be held on Saturdays between ten
and twelve a. m.

Ten of the leaders felt that the meetings should be

held on Saturdays between one and three p. m.

The remaining thirteen

leaders felt that the meetings should be held at other hours and/or days.
17. Eight leaders felt that three two-hour meetings should be
held for each proposed meeting which they evaluated as being much important.

Twelve leaders felt that four or more two-hour meetings would be

needed for sufficient training, six were of the opinion that two two- hour
meetings would be sufficient for each type of meeting, and the remainder
of the leaders had other types of varied opinions in this respect.
18. A substantial majority of the leaders felt that they would
attend most of the proposed leader training meetings which they evaluated
as much important.

Only two felt that they would attend all of the meet-

ings and one felt that he would only attend some of the meetings.
Conclusions
Practical differences of opinions existed among rural leaders in
Union County, Arkansas, vi.th respect to the value of certain proposed
types of leader training activities.
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On the basis of certain types of leader training activities which
were proposed to the leaders for their evaluations, an agent who planned
a meeting on the basis thereof, and who would desire a majority of the
leaders to attend such activity, would likely meet with practical working difficulties in the majority of cases.
Recommendations
On the basis of the results of this study the following recommen-

dations are made:
1 . That a list of proposed meetings be made out in ad.van ce , and
leaders be given an opportunity to evaluate each proposed type of leader
training meeting.

In doing so, the leaders should not be required to

place their name on the instrwnent, or to place any other identifying symbol thereon.
2. That a follow- up form be used after each meeting so that the
leaders can evaluate the meeting.
3. That in cases where leaders are more or less divided in their
opinions as to the value of a proposed meeting, two or more different
training sessions be held instead of the usual one session for all leaders,
one session for each group of leaders based on the interest of the group.

4. That some of the leaders training meetings be rotated around
in different communities rather than hold them in the county seat. Rotation of the meeting places should be done in accordance with the place of
residence of the leaders.

Tvo or more training meetings might need to be

held rather than the usual one meeting for all the leaders.
Need For Further Study
Further study should be made on the basis of the results of this
study to determine if better participation will result when leader train-
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ing meetings are planned and carried out on the basis of the techniques
used in this study.

Moreover, the study might be carried a step further

to determine if the relationships between the leaders and their constituents become more effective as leaders, participate more regularly in
leader training meetings.
A socio-metric study should be made to determine the extent to

which each leader represents the farm families in his respective conmrunity.
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Prairie View A. and M. College
Alexander Hall, Room 360
Prairie View, Texas
June

----

1955

Dear Mr.
I am very mush interested in knowing what your opinions are of
certain types of Extension Service activities in Union County.

What

your opinions~ in this respect is~ matter of great importance !n,
setting~~ effective Extension Program.
Please fill out each question in the attached questionnaire •

.!!l answering questions asking f2!. your opinion, please answer~
exactly~ you feel about them, and not like you may think someone
else might feel .
I will greatly appreciate your returning the completed questionnaire to me within ten days.

Use the sell- addressed stamped enve-

lope which you will find enclosed to return the questionnaire.
Please do not place your name on the questionnaire, or the return envelope unless you vi.sh to do so.
Thanking you in advance for your kind cooperation.
Yours sincerely,

Elisha E. Wheeler
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For Agricultural Extension Service Rural Community
Leaders, Union County, Arkansas
QUESTIONNAIRE - Part 1

Directions :

Please read each question carefully. Pick out the correct
answer, or answers and place an X in the space () following it. Please do not skip any questions.

1. ~Jhat is your present age?
Under 25 years
25 to 29 years
30 to 34 years

()
()
()

(Place an X after the answer)

35 to 39 years ()
40 to 44 years ()
45 to 49 years ()

50 to 54 years ()
55 to 59 years ( )
60 or over
( )

2. What is your present marital status?
Single
Married, with no children
Married, with children
Widower, with children

( )
()
()
()

3. What is your present farming status?
Landowner

(

)

Renter

(

)

Sharecropper

(

)

4. How many years have you lived on a farm after the age of 15?
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
7 to 9 years

( )
( )
( )

10 to 12 years ( )
13 to 15 years ()
16 to 18 years ( )

19 to 21 years ()
22 to 24 years ()
25 or over
( )

5. How many years have you lived in your present conmrunity?
10 to 12 years ()
13 to 15 years ()
16 to 18 years ()

l to 3 years ()

4 to 6 years ()
7 to 9 years ()

19 to 21 years ()
22 to 24 years ()
25 or over
()

6. What is the highest school grade you have completed? (Circle one)
Grammar

1 2 34 567 8

9

High School
10
11

12

1

College
2 3 4

7. How many Farmer Council meetings have you attended during the year from
January, 1955 through December, 1955? (Check one)
None
1 to 2 meetings
3· to 4 meetings
5 to 6 meetings

( )
()
( )
()

7 to 8 meetings ( )
9 to 10 meetings ()
11 to 12 meetings ()
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8. Which of the following means of transportation do you have to travel
to Farmer Council meetings? (Check one)
Car

Truck

( )

()

Other transportation

()

9. How many miles to you live from the county seat (El Dorado)?

1 to 3 miles
4 to 6 miles
7 to 9 miles

()
( )
()

10 to 12 miles

13 to 15 miles
16 to 18 miles

19 to 21 miles
22 to 24 miles

( )
()
( )

()
( )
()

25 or over

10. How many months each year do you work off your home farm for wages?

None ( ), 1 to 2 months () , three to 4 months ( ), 5 months or more ()
11 . Which of the following organizations do you hold membership in? (Check
each that you are a member of.)

Church ( ) , ·Farm Bureau ( ) , Masonic Lodge ( ) , Others_ _ _ _ __

( )

12. Which of the following types of materials do you read?

Local daily newspaper ( ) , Farm Papers and Magazines ( ) , Books ( )
Ex~ension Service bulletins or circulars (),Others _ _ _ __ ( )

13 . Which of the following home conveniences do you have?
Radio

(

)

Electricity

(

)

Running water

(

)

Part ll
Directions:

Those general types of meetings which would be of great benefit to you and others in your community or Farmer Improvement
Club should be marked, Much. Those which would be of little
benefit should be marked,~. Those which would be of no
benefit should be marked,~.

1. Of what value are each of the following general types of Farmer Council

meetings?

(Place only one X after each question)
Much

Meetings on marketing information
Organization and parliamentary procedure
Organizing and conducting farm tours
Preparing and writing newspaper articles
Meeting on farm mechanics
Soil conservation and improvement meetings
Field, fruit and vegetable crop production and
management meetings
Farm animal production and management meetings
Planning and organizing Farmer Cooperative

()
( )
( )
( )

Some

Non~
( )

( )

( )
( )

TT

( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
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2. What value are the following ways of getting Extension Service information.
Much
Reading Extension Service bulletins or circulars
Reading circular letters from the county agent
Through personal contact with the county agent
By reading Extension Service newspaper articles
Through Farmer Council meetings
Through talking with other farmers

(
(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)
)

Some

~

( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(
(

( )
( )

)

)
)
)
)
)

Part ill
Directions:

In this part of the questionnaire, I wish to get your opinions
of the value of certain types of Farmer Council meetings. Use
the following examples as a guide in answering each·question,
example :

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on demonstrating the following
skills or techniques?
Some
a . Meetings on shearing the mane of a horse
b. Making home- made sorghum syrup
c . Electrical wiring of a farm building

I hardly lmow anything about how to wire a building. Other
farmers in my community, as well as myself, have a real felt need for this
type of meeting. A Farmer Council meeting of this type is of much value
to me.

Meeting number (b) would be of some value to me. I already know how to
make home-made sorghum syrup buy my syrup sours too quickly, or for some
reason I may be able to improve on my syrup making. Since no one else
in my community or in our Farmer Improvement Club can make no better
syrup than I cm • I can see some value in this meeting. Al though I would
not be as likely to attend this meeting as I vould the one in number (c) ,
I would be more likely to attend it than the one in number (a) .

I have shown by placing an X under~ in question number (a) that this
type of Farmer Council meeting would be of no value to me because I already know how to shear the mane of a horse. Everyone in my ~ommunity
Farmer Improvement Club know how too . I would not go to El Dorado to attend this type of meeting.
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Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on how to conduct business
and discussion meetings?
Appealing to the interest of prospective members
and getting them to join a connnunity Farm Improvement Club
Carrying out the election of officers
Preparing and adopting constitution and by-laws
Handling main motions, admendments to motions
Carrying out the order of business properly
Appointing and using committees
Setting up goals or aims for a community club
How to determine progress being made in the club
Preparing reports of community club meetings to be
sent to the county agent' s office

()
( )
( )
()
( )
( )
()
()
( )

( )
( )
( )
( )
)

(
(
(
(
(

( )
( )
( )
( )

( )

)
)
)
)

( )

Of what value are Farmers Council meetings on organizing and conducting field trips or farm tours? ( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

(
(
(
(

( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(

J'+anning a field trip or farm tour
Choosing important things to look for on a farm
tour
Holding follow- up meetings and discussing the
value of the farm tour after it is over

( )
( )
( )

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on
demonstrating certain skills or techniques in
the production and management of certain farm
animals? (poultry, hogs, and cattle)
Controlling certain diseases of farm animals
Controlling certain insects of farm animals
Mixing home-made feed rations for farm animals
Castrating certain farm animals
Cutting and trimming pork and beef
Culling hens for better egg production
Dehorning cattle
Killing or slaughtering farm animals
Selecting and judging good breeding stock

)
)
)

)
)
)
)

)

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )
( .)

( )
( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

~~
( )

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on the following?
Choosing facts for writing a newspaper article
Studying and preparing the facts for the article
Writing up the facts for a newspaper article
Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on
demonstrating certain skills or techniques in
fruit , vegetable and field crop production and
management?

( )
( )
( )

( )
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Meetings on selecting good seeds
Meetings on preparing seed beds
Controlling diseases of plants, seeds, trees
Controlling insects of plants and fruit trees
Proper cultivation of plants and fruit trees
Fertilizing fruit, vegetables and field crops
Storing certain crops
Classifying and grading lint cotton
Making ho~beds for certain plants
Pruning and grafting certain trees

Much

Some

~

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(
(
(

( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
(
(
(
(

)

)
)
)

( )

( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

( )

( )
( )

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on
demonstrating certain skills and techniques in farm mechanics?
Measuring and cutting door steps and rafters
Measuring and estimating board feet and lumber
Measuring land acres
Estimating, mixing and applying paint
Meetings on filing saws and sharpening tools
Tractor maintenance and safety meetings
Estimating, mixing and curing concrete
Knot tieing, splicing and other rope work
Blacksmith and forge work
Building farm fixtures such as chicken houses
hog houses , self- feeders for animals, barns
etc.

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

~~

)
)

)
)

( )

(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)
)

( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(

Of what vaJ.ue are Farmer Council meetings on
certain
management and marketing problems?

( )

( )

( )

Planning and arranging fields, crops and farm
buildings for best results
Keeping records and accounts of fann operation
Farm labor and labor saving devices
How prices from certain farm products are determined
Governmental agricultural policies and price
support programs for farm products
How the size of crops may effect their prices
Why prices of the farm products fall so fast and
so low during times of "depression"
The effects of the middlemen on prices of farm
crops
Planning fa.rm operations on the basis of price
outlook information

( )

( )

( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

farm

)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on certain
soil building and conservation practices?
Collecting soil samples to be tested for
fertilizer and soil building recommendations
Home mixing and fertilizer materials

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
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Meetings on winter cover and soil building crops
Meetings demonstrating the value of crop rotation
Meetings on terracing and contouring soil

Much

Some

None

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

(
(
(
(
(

(
(
(
(
(

Of what value are Farmer Council meetings on
organizating and managing Farm~r Cooperative
Associations?
How to get a Farmer Cooperative started
How tog et members in a Farmer Cooperative
How to finance a Farmer Cooperative
How tomanage a Farmer Cooperative
How to divide earnings of a Farmer Coo~rat ive
among the members

)
)
)
)

)

)
)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(
(

)
)
)

)
)

